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WELCOME

It is a privilege to introduce the first of what 
we envisage to be many issues of “The 
Connoisseur” a publication  by Hotel Food 
Supplies (Barbados) Limited. We encourage 
you to take this voyage with us and explore 
our amazing wine selection available directly 
from our wine cellar. This journey is possible 
through the support of our customers 
and partners, some of whom are featured 
within this edition. We are grateful for their 
contributions to this fascinating tour of some 
of the greatest places to enjoy fine wine and 
a memorable dining experience in our home 
island, Barbados.

The word Connoisseur is of French origin 
and can be defined as; a person of informed 
and discriminating taste: a connoisseur of 
fine wines.  This is a fitting title as Hotel Food 
Supplies (Barbados) has established itself 
as a leadering expert in the food, and wine 
wholesale business for over 27 years. Its 
slogan and fundamental principle speaks to 
this ‘Remember Good Food and Wine is your 
choice’. With knowledge on supplying only the 
best quality products to our customers and a 
heavy focus on the hotel, restaurant and villa 

market, our sales team is the driving force of 
the business. We strive to deliver what Anthony 
Pickering, one of our Directors and Founders, 
has instilled in us; “the personal touch,” going 
out to our customers, and meeting with them, 
seeing what they need, understanding what 
they want, and supplying it. Our goal is always 
to excel above what is expected.
 
The Connoisseur is no exception. We believe it 
is another step in this journey by affording our 
customers, stakeholders and you the reader 
with a publication that reflects the quality of the 
products that our organization provides. Get 
acquainted with the most surprising hidden 
treasures Hotel Food Supplies (Barbados) 
offers as we showcase some of our exquisite 
old world wines. Take a glimpse at the King 
of Kings and Queen of Queens, Barolo and 
Barbaresco from Italy. Know the facts on 
wine decanting, cheese and wine pairing and 
discover what made Madame Louse Pommery 
famous.    

This journey is not one we took nonchalantly 
and we hope that you can see through the 
pages of this publication our desire to provide 
a reflection of the quality of our wines, a 
sample of our meats, vegetables, pastry items 
and pastas. These are a few of the selections 
that Hotel Food Supplies (Barbados) is excited 
to work with and provide to our clients and 
customers.  

Thank you for joining us on this journey and 
we hope you enjoy… The Connoisseur

Mark Pickering, 
Sales Manager

Eva Field, 
Wine Executive
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SERVE ONLY THE FINEST
MEATS, SEAFOOD AND WINES
Remember Good Food & Wine is Your Choice
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#46, Warrens Industrial Park, 
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Tel: (246) 424-7263 or 246) 424-7489 
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LET’S TOAST!
Champagne is perhaps the best known, most 
protected and least understood of all wines. 
It is associated with the occasion, rather than 
the elements of the drink itself.  Thanks to the 
sparkling wine to which the region has given 
its name, the word “Champagne” is today 
recognised worldwide, even to those that may 
not be aware of its origin.
 
Lying to the east of the Paris region, Champagne 
is one of the great historic provinces of France. 
As far back as the times of the Emperor 
Charlemagne, in the ninth century, Champagne 
was one of the great regions of Europe, a rich 
agricultural area that was famous for its fairs. Its 
rurality, accessibility and low population density 
has attracted a number of second-home owners 
from the Paris region and from Belgium and 
Holland; particularly in the hillier areas. Lying in 
the heart of “Champagne country”, is Epernay; 
home to many of the most famous Champagne 
producers, including Pommery, Montaudon, 
Jacquart and Comtessa LaFond.
 
 While Champagne portrays celebration, happiness 
and sometimes extravagance, the land of 
Champagne has a history marked by conflict and 
disaster. In both world wars, Champagne houses 
were forced to provide huge quantities of wine 
for their new masters in Germany, as well as their 
stocks simply being commandeered by soldiers.
Champagnes range from dry, “Brut,” to slightly 
sweet, “Demi-Sec”.  Pinot Noir, Pinot Meunier (a 
red variety related to Pinot Noir) and Chardonnay 
grapes are used in Champagne blends; “Blanc de 

Noirs is made entirely of Pinot Noir and “Blancs de 
Blancs” is made from only Chardonnay grapes. 
Today, nearly 75% of Champagne produced is 
non-vintage and made up by a blend of several 
years’ harvests. Not every year is a “vintage” 
declared, so when it is not a vintage year, 
the wines are blended with the produce from 
other years to create the non-vintage blend; a 
house style that remains constant year to year. 
In a great vintage year, Champagne houses 
bottle the unblended year’s produce and use 
other portions as reserve wines to supplement 
and enrich the non-vintage blend. Vintage 
Champagne can age quite gracefully and gain 
complexity just like a great still wine.

Champagne goes beautifully with mild cheeses 
like gruyère and also pairs well with shellfish.  Of 
course, a full-flavored vintage Champagne can 
go with almost any meal to compliment your 
celebrations.
 
Vranken-Pommery Monopole Group is the no. 
2 producer of Champagne worldwide and their 
brands are celebrated in more than 116 countries 
around the globe.

Pommery is one of the top five global 
Champagne brands and produces Brut Royal, 
Brut Rose, Pop Earth and the famous Cuvee 
Louise.

Ref: A brief history of Champagne; World Food and 
Wine; http://www.world-food-and-wine.com (Accessed 
2015-08-23)

Champagne
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Champagne

*Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice.

Code  Product   *Case  Bottle *Case Bottle
   VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl

W539 Champagne Comtesse La Fond   $1,295.00   $107.92   $1,521.63   $126.80 
W539 Comtesse La Fond Private   $1,850.00   $154.17   $2,173.75   $181.15 

W109 Jacquart Rose      $860.00   $71.67   $1,010.50   $84.21 
W108 Jacquart Brut     $915.00   $76.25   $1,075.13   $89.59 
       
W105 Montaudon Brut Reserve  $795.00   $66.25   $934.13   $77.84 
W106 Montaudon Grand Rose    $820.00   $68.33   $963.50   $80.29 
W107 Montaudon Premier Reserve   $530.00   $44.17   $622.75   $51.90 
W104 Montaudon Classe M    $1,620.00   $135.00   $1,903.50   $158.63 

W127 Pommery Pop 200 ml    $500.28   $41.69   $587.83   $48.99 
W131 Pommery Pop Laque Rose 200 ml   $621.00   $51.75   $729.68   $60.81 
W132 Pommery Pop Silver 200 ml  $534.72   $44.56   $628.30   $52.36 
W120 Pommery Pop Gold 200 ml  $672.72   $56.06   $790.45   $65.87
W121 Pommery Cuvee Louise Rose Gift Box   $7,751.04   $645.92   $9,107.47   $758.96 
W125 Pommery Brut Royal   $1,100.00   $91.67   $1,292.50   $107.71 
W133 Pommery Champagne POP Earth   $1,095.00   $91.25   $1,286.63   $107.22 
W124 Springtime Brut Rose Gift Box    $1,377.60   $114.80   $1,618.68   $134.89 
W123 Summertime Blanc de Blanc Gift Box    $1,370.04   $114.17   $1,609.80   $134.15 
W130 Pommery Rose     $1,350.00   $112.50   $1,586.25   $132.19 
W122 Pommery Cuvee Louise Gift Box     $3,864.00   $322.00   $4,540.20   $378.35 

LET’S TOAST!
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Sparkling WinesSparkling Wines

LIFE OF THE PARTY!
Sparkling beverages do more than liven 
up a meal or social event, these beverages 
normally indicate some form of celebration. 
With numerous offerings of Sparkling Wines 
available, the possibilities of finding the right 
ones to suit your palette are endless.   

The acquired sparkle that aids in labeling 
the wine comes from a special fermentation 
process, which sees the beverage being sealed 
to prevent the escape of natural gases. This 
process was first discovered in earlier centuries, 
when without central heating,  bottled wine would 
get cold in winter and in the spring the contents 
would become warm, creating a secondary 
fermentation resulting  in the formation of carbon 
dioxide. Without an outlet for release the gas 
forms bubbles in the suspended wine.

Light and delicate, or dry and sweet, spreading 
from regions in France to luscious vineyards in 
Spain, Sparkling Wine can accompany many 
meals.  Levels of sweetness is a key component 
in defining the style of any Sparkling Wine. 
Before final bottling, the beverage is given a final 

dosage, a mixture consisting of wine and sugar 
to adjust the sweetness to its desired level. This 
key component ranks alongside aroma, varietal 
composition and finesse of its bubbles and has 
many different levels:  

Brut Natural 
Is also referred to as “Zero Dosage”, or “Brut 
Zero”, these  terms are used to denote the very 
driest style of Sparkling Wine with less than 3gs 
of sugar per litre of wine.

Extra Brut 
Is viewed as the driest form of Sparkling Wine 
with  no more than 6gs of sugar and is sometimes 
informally expressed as “Brut Nature” a reference 
to the fact that the base wine is left “au naturel” 
without any addition of sugar.

Brut
A title given to Sparkling Wine which contains less 
than 15gs of sugar. The word “Brut” translates 
roughly as “raw” and indicates that a wine is 
bottled in its natural raw state, without a significant 
addition of sweetness. 

Extra Sec
Is the term used to denote wines that sit roughly 
in the middle of the Sparkling Wine sweetness 
scale. However, despite being called “Extra Dry”, 
these wines are far from the driest, having a 
sugar content of between 12 – 17gs.

Sec
Often referred to as “Dry” is the title used for off-
dry Sparkling Wines with 17 – 32gs of sugar per 
litre.

Demi Sec
Is the common term used for Sparkling Wines 
with 32 – 50gs per litre of sugar.

Doux
Is the reference used to denote the very sweetest 
of Sparkling Wines, with more than 50g of sugar 
per litre of wine.

While the most popular of the Sparkling Wines 
is arguably Champagne, it should be noted 
that each wine is indicative to their region of 
production and should be referred to as such.  
Champagne originating from the French region 
of Champagne; Cava belonging to Spain.

One of our favorites for this season hails from 
the hills of Verona, Veneto IGT in Italy, Sartori 
Prosecco is 100% Prosseco and is pale straw 
yellow in colour.  Its fresh and rich bouquet is 
composed of fruity aromas of apple and pear 
with a hint of citrus fruit.  Sartori Prosecco is dry 
and fresh on the palate and goes superbly as an 
aperitif or is an elegant companion to appetizers 
and first courses.

Ref: Sparkling Wine; Wikepedia; http: en.wikepedia.org 
(Accessed 2015-08-23)

Code  Product    *Case  Bottle *Case Bottle
   VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl

W309 Vina Maipo Sparkling Brut    $285.00   $23.75   $334.88   $27.91 

W342 Vietti Moscato d`Asti Cascinetta    $514.50   $42.88   $604.54   $50.38 

W424 Sartori” Prosecco Spumante    $357.00   $29.75   $419.48   $34.96

*Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice.
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Madame Louise
POMMERY

Madame Louise Pommery, born in 1819 as 
Jeanne Alexandrine Louise Melina, is one of 
the women who helped to create the history 
of Champagne as we know it today.  Her name 
is honored on the top label of the marque, the 
“Cuvée Louise”. The Cuvée Louise is a traditional 
blend of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir with grapes 
picked in selected “grand cru” vineyards. It is 
dry but full-bodied, round on the palate and is an 
exceptionally food-friendly Champagne.

Madame Pommery was married to Alexandre 
Pommery who came from an elite wool family; 
having bought into the Champagne House of 
Dubois Gossart in 1856 on the persuasion of 
its owner Narcisse Greno, this saw the birth of 
Champagne Pommery & Greno.

The business previously concentrated on making 
still red  wines. However, following the death 
of her husband, Madame Pommery made a 
decision to carry on the business. At age 38, 
Madame Pommery singlehandedly transformed 
the business, moving from still red wine to 
sparkling white wine; also tapping into a very 
lucrative British market.

With “Qualite d’abord” quality first as her motto, 
Madame Pommery had a very distinct vision 
of the style of wine she wanted to establish: 
delicate, fine and as dry as possible. At this time 
Greno retired due to health reasons leaving 
Madame Pommery alone at the helm of the 
operations.

Although her former husband’s family had 
large vineyards outside of Reims, Madame 
Pommery invested in more vineyards and 
Pommery’s dry Champagne helped her capture 
a changing English market that Clicquot had 
largely disregarded. Against all expectations, her 
legendary 1874 Vintage took Victorian London by 

storm and within ten years Pommery and Greno’s 
annual champagne sales exceeded one million 
bottles.

Madame Pommery was not only famous for her 
innovation in Champagne. She was instrumental to 
the construction of a grand estate to accommodate 
visitors in Reims. Madame Pommery built an 
elaborate chateau in the middle of town, which 
featured storage galleries under the buildings and 
rooms out of what were once Roman chalk pits.  
She also commissioned decorative bas-reliefs to 
give an arty touch.
 
Easily described as a pioneer of her time, the 
dynamic Madame Pommery was the first person 
to intentionally create wine tourism. 

So yes, let’s toast to Madame Pommery!

Ref: http://www.champagnepommery.com

Article
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Port Ferdinand’s 13°/59° boasts a unique dining 
experience that does not fall short of impeccable 
for those who visit this stunning restaurant.

Situated on the West Coast of the island also 
considered the “Platinum Coast” of Barbados, 
the restaurant derives its name from its exact 
nautical position.

Patrons arriving at the five star property can 
expect to be greeted and pampered with VIP 
hospitality from a friendly valet who gives 
reassurance of an enjoyable evening and the 
promise of amazing treats.
 
One’s first experience beyond the doors is 
an offering of pre-dinner drinks, crafted by a 
master bartender who attentively incorporates 
diner’s requests into his creations. Always up 
to the challenge and never one to disappoint, 
this talented mixologist presents his special 
blend of local Malibu Coconut Rum, Crème De 
Cacao, Heavy Cream and Coconut Cream, or a 
refreshing Martini with Kettle One Vodka, Orange 
and Cranberry Juice and Cointreau, to patrons 
craving drinks inspired by their current island 
living ambiance.

The tranquility of the atmosphere is a welcomed 
change to the hustle and bustle of the usual 
dining experience.  Encompassing the feeling 
of being transported to another realm, the non-
existent chatter and glistening of lights from the 
yachts in the bay precedes Port Ferdinand’s 
13°/59° signature dinner offering. The meal 
consists of a tasting menu of 10 dishes, or an a la 
carte meal, which is enhanced by select cocktail 
snacks compliments the resident Chef. 
 
Utilizing fresh ingredients found on the island, 
the skilled Chefs create succulent dishes such 
as Clear Gazpacho with just the right balance 
of Crab, Tomatoes and Fresh Herbs as one of 
the starters. An entrée may include a palatial 
marriage of Barracuda, Spiny Lobster, Fermented 
Horseradish and Chives or Sugar Cane Smoked 
Barbary Duck, Ground Provisions and Mustard 
Leaves. The arrival of Hot Chocolate with Cashew 
and Cherry, a smooth rich chocolate with a hint 
of tartness, Local Brie and Paw Paw Chutney, 
or Mango Mille Feuille signifies the end of this 
delectable journey. 
  
Take your time, relax and enjoy an after dinner 
beverage, while savoring  the views of the setting 
as reservations entitle diners to hold the table for 
the full night, just another added benefit to the 
many qualities afforded... perfect service and 
serene ambiance heralded by 13°/59°.

Written by Fontana Roach

DiningDining
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U.S.A.
The United States has confidently come of age as 

one of the world’s top wine-producing nations; today 

representing, the fourth largest wine producing 

country in the world. With over 7,700 wineries 

across the country, spread across all 50 states, 

California produces over 89 percent of all wines 

made in the United States due to its dry and sunny 

climate. Very much a part of its culture, American 

wine is embraced as a beverage that complements 

food and helps to create a relaxed and fun social 

atmosphere with friends and family.

 

In California, the first vineyard and winery was 
established in 1769 by the Franciscan missionary 
Junípero Serra near San Diego. The first winery 
in the United States to become commercially 
successful was located in Cincinnati, Ohio in 
the 1830s by Nicholas Longworth whom made a 
Sparkling Wine from Catawba grapes. The North 
American continent is home to several native 
species of grapes; including Vitis labrusca, 
Vitis riparia, Vitis rotundifolia, and Vitis vulpina. 
America’s reputation is founded on the global 
fame of Napa and Sonoma wines.

Round Hill 
Fruit flavor and consistent quality are the hallmarks 
of Round Hill wines. The wines include Cabernet 
Sauvignon, White Zinfandel, Chardonnay, and 
Merlot. Round Hill offers California’s most popular 
varietals sourced from premium Monterey Coast 
and Central Valley vineyards.  Round Hill Winery 
is a great success story in Napa Valley. The 
winery produced the first wine made in a ghost 
winery in St Helena; a production facility that 
was abandoned after the 18th amendment was 
enacted.  

Round Hill wines are crafted to be approachable 
in style and priced for the casual wine enthusiast 
yet meet the demanding standards of the most 
experienced palate.

Round Hill Chardonnay embrace aromas of 
green apple, lemon and fresh apricot followed 
by waves of vanilla and lovely floral notes. On 
the palate, this wine reveals a rich, mouth-filling 
texture, with a crisp finish.  Round Hill Chardonnay 
pairs beautifully with herb-baked chicken, grilled 
or poached salmon, mac & cheese, or a Caesar 
salad. Delightful by the glass.

U.S.A.
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U.S.A.
Round Hill White Zinfandel is a beautiful rose pink 
color, fruit-forward and showcases just enough 
sweetness. With delicate aromas of fresh, ripe 
strawberries, zesty lime and watermelon it is 
often chosen as a bottle for a party. Bright acidity 
gives way to a soft mouthfeel with a lively, clean 
finish. Serve it chilled as an aperitif, or pair it with 
buffalo wings, or sweet & sour pork pieces.

Round Hill Merlot is a ruby red colored wine, 
bright and flavorful with ripe berry fruit and 
spice notes. It boasts aromas and flavors of 
strawberry, cranberry, vanilla and dark chocolate 
with wonderful concentration, good balance 
and excellent quality. This wine exhibits a soft, 
elegant mouthfeel with refined, silky tannins plus 

a smooth finish. Try a bottle with BBQ chicken, 
pizza or a delicious herb marinated grilled steak. 
Also works well with soft cheeses and dark 
chocolate desserts.

Round Hill Cabernet Sauvignon is a dark ruby color, 
with rich fruit and spice notes, aromas and flavors 
of blackberry, bing cherry and butterscotch. This 
medium-bodied, well-balanced wine with bright 
acidity, soft tannins and a lingering finish which 
pairs well with roast beef, pasta with meat sauce, 
hamburgers or shepherd’s pie.

Ref: Round Hill California Wines; Rutherford Wine 
Company; http://www.rutherfordwine.com
(Accessed 2015-09-05)

U.S.A.

Three Generations Committed to 100% 
Sustainable Viticulture and the Crafting 
of Fine Wines

Rutherford Wine Company is family-owned and 
managed with a portfolio of wines representing 
the rich diversity of California’s outstanding 
appellations.

Founded in 1972, Rutherford Hill Winery produces 
grapes with wonderful fruit intensity, ideal acidity 
and attractive mineral character that represents 
the true characteristics of the varietal. At Rutherford 
Hill Winery, the guiding principles of the Terlato 
family continue to be embraced - Quality is a way 
of life. The climate and soils of Rutherford are 
considered ideal for the grape varieties, which are 
used Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Cabernet 
Franc, three exceptional wines.  

Rutherford Cabernet Sauvignon is a blend of 89% 
Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Merlot and 1% Malbec.  
A full-bodied wine showcasing aromas of ripe 
blackberry, black cherry, exotic spices and rich 
dark chocolate notes. Crafted to exaggerate its 
velvety flavors, blackberry, dark chocolate and a 
hint of vanilla, it is full of rich tannins and gives 
way to a long finish. A perfect accompaniment 
to grilled meats, roast beef au jus, lamb chops 

or braised short ribs. It is delicious with strong 
cheeses such as bleu or camembert and with 
luscious chocolate desserts.  

A delicious, concentration of fruit with ideal 
balance, acidity and aromatic qualities describes 
the Rutherford Sauvignon Blanc. Cool fermentation 
in stainless steel tanks preserves its crisp freshness 
and citrus fruit characteristics. 100% Sauvignon 
Blanc, with vibrant aromas of grapefruit, lemon 
grass, green-fig and papaya. This wine is clean, 
has ideal acidity and a lingering finish. A wonderful 
compliment to seafood, or your favorite cheese 
plate - especially creamy goat cheeses. 

With bright acidity and a creamy mouthfeel, 
the Rutherford Chardonnay is second to none. 
Possessing rich flavours of peach pie, ripe pear 
and lemon zest. It is a delicious and versatile 
wine, that pairs well with a wide range of dishes 
including steamed or grilled fish; crab and 
prawns; grilled veal chops with mushrooms; 
vegetables such as red peppers, corn, butternut 
squash and pumpkin. It also goes well with 
creamy vegetable soups, or aged parmesan.

Ref: Rutherford Ranch Winery; Rutherford Wine 
Company;http://www.rutherfordwine.com (Accessed 

2015-09-05)

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Code  Product    *Case Bottle *Case Bottle
   VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl.

W875 Round Hill White Zinfandel    $238.71   $19.89   $280.48   $23.37 
W876 Round Hill Chardonnay    $272.40   $22.70   $320.07   $26.67 
W878 Round Hill Merlot    $272.40   $22.70   $320.07   $26.67 
W877 Round Hill Cabernet Sauvignon    $272.40   $22.70   $320.07   $26.67 

Code  Product   *Case  Bottle *Case Bottle
   VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl.

W977 Rutherford Ranch Chardonnay    $409.83   $34.15   $481.54   $40.13 
W976 Rutherford Ranch Sauvignon Blanc    $409.83   $34.15   $481.54   $40.13 
W975 Rutherford Ranch Cabernet. Sauvignon    $498.27   $41.52   $585.46   $48.79 

*Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice.

*Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice.
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U.S.A.
Jordan Estate
Jordan Estate is nestled in the Alexander Valley 
of Sonoma County, where the iconic Jordan 
Winery Chateau overlooks nearly 1,200 acres 
of rolling hills and vineyards dedicated to 
agriculture, hospitality and conservation.

Renowned for consistency of quality vintage 
after vintage, Jordan has remained one of the 
most popular wines on the best U.S. restaurant 
wine lists for decades.

Cabernet Sauvignon
Inspired by the finest Bordeaux, Jordan Cabernet 
Sauvignon has been defined by balance, 
enduring elegance and remarkable consistency 
for four decades.
 
Visually stunning with a deep garnet-ruby hue, 
Jordan’s Bordeaux, blend style of Cabernet 
Sauvignon shows an elegance of fruit expression, 
lively acidity and tannin. Delicate aromas of fresh 
cranberry and red cherry mingle with enticing 
notes of cassis, chocolate and tobacco. The wine 
is round, soft and refined with elegant flavors of 
red currant, freshly cut herbs, vanilla bean and 
allspice.
 
Jordan Alexander Valley Cabernet Sauvignon 
is unparalleled in its food pairing versatility on 
the dinner table. The wine carries the depth and 
body to hold up to a marbled rib-eye and the 
finesse and elegance to gracefully accompany 
the leaner filet mignon. Grilled, braised or 
roasted, lamb, venison, pork, chicken and duck 
also make for a perfect meal—the possibilities 
are only limited by the imagination.

Chardonnay
Jordan Russian River Valley Chardonnay exhibits 
exceptional vibrancy. Stone fruit characters, bright 
acidity and a lingering finish, ensuring a delicious 
white wine for food pairing that is more akin to 
France than California.

This Chardonnay is the ultimate food pairing 
wine at the dinner table, acting as a complement, 
contrast or bridge to vast flavors. Expressions 
of clean and precise fruit, a vivid backbone 
of acidity and subtle oak nuances are its key 
components to versatility. From halibut ceviche, 
garden tempura and grilled chicken, the wine 
and food pairing options for this Sonoma 
Chardonnay are limitless. 

Ref: Jordan Wines; Jordan Wine Estate; http://www.
jordanwines.com (Accessed 2015-09-05)

U.S.A.

Code  Product    *Case  Bottle *Case Bottle
   VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl.

W160 Jordan Chardonnay    $748.83   $62.40   $879.87   $73.32 
W161 Jordan Cabernet Sauvignon    $1,099.61   $91.63   $1,292.04   $107.67 

*Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice.
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AustraliaAustralia

AUSTRALIAAUSTRALIA
Often described as elegant and affordable, 
Australian wines have become one of the most 
popular selections for regular wine drinkers. 
A new kid on the block, when one compares 
Australia’s wine history with other places like 
France, however, Australian wines have made 
tremendous strides and are now fully established 
on the world stage.
  
Tyrell’s Wines, a brand launched by the Tyrell 
family in 1858, includes an array of wines to suit 
every palate. Tyrell’s Wines variety includes Shiraz, 
the most widely planted red grape in Australia 
and the one which put Australia on the world’s 
wine making map. Grapes are sourced from their 
premium vineyard and some of Australia’s best 
known regions including Heathcote, Adelaide 
Hills, McLaren and Limestone Coast.
  
Tyrrell’s is home to some of Australia’s most 
awarded wines including the iconic Vat 1 
Semillon. Since 1971, Tyrrell’s has been awarded 
over 5,000 trophies and medals and in 2010 was 
named “Winery of the Year” in James Halliday’s 
Australian Wine Companion.

The Lost Block Chardonnay is a rich wine with 
aromas of apples, lemons or stone fruits. Made 
with the use of subtle oak to add texture and 
complexity its lean style ensures longevity in the 
bottle.

VAT 47 Hunter Chardonnay is a wonderful 
example of an Australian Chardonnay produced 
to age well. The wine has an incredibly rich fruit 
profile with a bright, clean acid on the finish. 
The backbone exhibits tight acidity and citrus. 
This is a very strong example of modern Hunter 
Valley Chardonnay and as with all of Tyrell’s 
Chardonnays, Vat 47 does not undergo any 
malolactic fermentation.
    
Other wines from Tyrell’s include the Heathcote 
Shiraz, Lost Block Shiraz and McLaren’s 
Vale Shiraz, which are known for their spicy 
blackberry, plum and peppery flavours and 
pairs well with beef and other hearty foods as 
well as Indian, Mexican and other spicy foods.  It 
often also has additional hints of licorice, bitter 
chocolate and mocha.

Ref: Wine Australia; http://www.wineaustralia.net.au 

(Accessed 2015-09-08)

Code  Product   *Case  Bottle *Case Bottle
   VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl.

W452 Tyrrell’s Lost Block Chardonnay   $414.75   $34.56   $487.33   $40.61 
W456 Tyrrell’s Vat 47 Hunter Chardonnay   $892.50   $74.38   $1,048.69   $87.39 
W465 Tyrrell’s Vat 1 Semillon    $892.50   $74.38   $1,048.69   $87.39 
W455 Tyrrell”s Lost Block Shiraz    $414.75   $34.56   $487.33   $40.61 
W451 Tyrrell’s Heathcote Shiraz Reserve   $472.50   $39.38   $555.19   $46.27 
W454 Tyrrell’s Resserve McLaren Vale Shiraz    $525.26   $43.77   $617.18   $51.43 
W462 Tyrrell’s Vat 8 Shiraz    $1,130.08   $94.17   $1,327.85   $110.65 

*Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice.
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When we indulge in wine of the finest quality, our experience embraces the 
taste of those six grapes generally referred to as “the nobles”.  

Historically, noble grapes comprised of three white varieties and three red 
varieties; to carry this prestigious label, the grapes had to be able to make top 
quality wine without blending and possess the ability to be grown in different 

areas of the world (even though they originated from France).

Understanding 
Quality Wines

The white varieties are Sauvignon Blanc, 
Chardonnay and Riesling and the red varieties 
consist of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Pinot 
Noir.

WHITE WINE GRAPE VARIETALS
From the Loire Valley and New Zealand, 
Sauvignon Blanc produces a crisp, dry, and 
refreshing varietal wine. Depending on climate, 
Sauvignon Blanc flavors range from very grassy 
to sweetly tropical. Wine experts often refer to its 
flavors as “cat’s pee on a gooseberry bush”.  Due 
to its herbaceous notes, Sauvignon Blanc pairs 
well with similar green herbs; if it has parsley, 
rosemary, basil, cilantro or mint, chances are 
Sauvignon Blanc will make a great pairing.

Chardonnay is a green skinned grape variety 
whose flavor varies greatly with the growing 
conditions and aging process. Chardonnays not 
aged in oak barrels tend to be light, crisp, and 
fruity, while oaked varieties take on a rich more 
buttery flavor. Chardonnay is the most widely 
grown white wine grape around the world.  
Pairing Chardonnay with chicken is probably 
the most classic combination but Chardonnay 
also pairs well with bread and pasta and softer 
cheeses. Try Chardonnay with cream sauces 
since this combination works better than almost 
any other white wine.

Riesling grapes produce a highly acidic German 
wine that can range from dry to sweet. Known 
for its offbeat flavor and aromas similar to petrol 
or diesel fuel, most drinkers may not pick up on 
these unusual flavors, but love the wine for its 
citrusy flavor and floral aroma. The light, crisp 
nature of this wine is a perfect balance for spicy 
or Asian foods.

RED WINE GRAPE VARIETALS
Cabernet Sauvignon is one of the more 
complex and layered wines available and is 
often described as having flavors of cassis (black 
currant liquor), blackberries and other dark fruits 
mixed with complexities such as pencil lead, 
tobacco and cigar box cedar. When young they 
can be quite big and tannic, mellowing with age 
and gaining complexity. The wines ripe black 
and red fruits, tannic structure and herbaceous 
notes tend to brighten up already hearty and rich 
dishes.  Enjoyable combinations include charred 
gruyere burgers, mushroom pizza with tomato 
sauce, marinated ribeye steak and braised 
short ribs.

The Original Nobles

Merlot is fruity and smooth with noticeably low 
tannin levels, making it easy to drink even for 
the novice. Merlot is usually aged in oak barrels, 
which lends earthy flavors like mocha, tobacco, 
and vanilla. It is primarily grown in the Bordeaux 
region of France, but fine examples are also 
found in California and Chile.  Merlot is a first class 
match with a wide variety of foods because of its 
position in the middle of the red wine spectrum; 
pairing well with chicken and other light meats; 
as well as lightly-spiced dark meats.
 
Pinot Noir grapes are small and difficult to grow, 
but produce a highly sought after wine. Due to 
the numerous obstacles to growing this light 
colored grape, Pinot Noir is generally pricier than 
other red wines in its class. Pinot Noir is smooth, 
with low tannins and a medium acidity.  Generally 
aged in oak barrels, this gives the wine a deep, 
earthy flavor that balances well with its dark fruit 
flavors like cherry and blackberry. Sometimes 
referred to as the ultimate food wine, Pinot Noir’s 
combination of great acidity, silky tannins and 
distinct body makes it successful for pairing with 
a tremendous variety of foods. Its exceptional 
food pairings include mild to creamy cheeses, 
chocolate, peking duck and roasted beef 
tenderloin, to name a few.

Ref: Understanding Wine: The Noble Grapes – Part 1/2; 

http://blog.drinkmonger.com (Accessed 2015-09-05)

Art i c l e
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New ZealandNew Zealand

NEW ZEALAND NEW ZEALAND 
New Zealand wine is an experience like no other; 
with every glass comes a world of pure discovery.  
The wines are distinctive for their purity, vibrancy 
and intensity.  From Burgundian style Pinot Noir 
to the perpetual favorite, Sauvignon Blanc, 
New Zealand’s wine range is unrivalled. It was 
Sauvignon Blanc that put New Zealand on the 
wine making map and is considered to be the 
world’s best white wine by a few prominent wine 
critics. Its flavours range from capsicum and 
fresh cut grass to passion fruit, melon and limes 
and is best paired with salads and seafoods.  

The long ripening period of the grapes due to 
the cool temperatures in New Zealand, supports 
strengthening of the wine flavours and retention 
of its fresh acidity.  New Zealand’s  winery heritage 
dates back to 1819, when Samuel Marsden 
planted 100 vines at a mission in Kerikeri. The 
New Zealand family owned winery, Nautilus 
Estate is located in the country’s largest wine 
region Marlborough, where 80% of Sauvignon 
Blanc is grown.  Not to be overlooked, Pinot Noir 
from New Zealand has also proven itself due to 
its muscular structure and strong flavors of dark 
fruit. 

Naultilus
A perfect example of deliciously fashioned, food 
friendly wines from the cool and diverse valleys 
of Marlborough. Featured on every bottle of the 
Nautilus Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Noir is the 
striking Nautilus shell – its shape expressing 
natural beauty and mathematical perfection – 
this it is said gives the inspiration to create a 
collection of expressive, textural and precisely 
crafted wine.

Nautilus Sauvignon Blanc displays intense 
aromas of blackcurrant bud, passionfruit and a 

hint of nettle. On the palette this wine introduces 
a delightful lime/ citrus base with mouth- watering 
intensity and a strong textural component on the 
finish. An ideal food match, Salmon or Snapper 
ceviche with chilli and lime, avocado and tomato 
with coriander salsa.

The Nautilus Pinot Noir is dark ruby in colour. 
The nose reveals explosive aromas of violets, 
plums and spices. The palette is medium bodied 
with good structure. Refined and balanced, this 
elegant wine shows good intensity and a lengthy 
finish. Try pairing this bottle with fillet of pork with 
raisins, pine nuts and smoked parsley puree.

Ref: Wines of NZ; http://www.winesofnz.com
(Accessed 2015-09-08)

Code  Product   *Case  Bottle *Case Bottle
   VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl.

W950 Nautilus Sauvignon Blanc    $504.00   $42.00   $592.20   $49.35 
W951 Nautilus Pinot Noir    $787.50   $65.63   $925.31   $77.11 

*Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice.
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Couture Caterers
Catering Services Like None Other
Couture Caterers, a division of Terasu 
Inc, is a premier catering service on the 
Island.
 
We offer three separate divisions 
ranging from Weddings, Small or Large 
Scale Corporate Events to Private 
Chefs. Our experienced team has the 
vision to make your event a reality, no 
matter the size.

Couture Caterers’ reputation showcases 
creativity, unique presentation and 
authentic flavours.  This coupled with 

our uncompromised service propels 
us as the number one choice for your 
catering needs.

Our professional staff will guide you 
through your event planning process 
in order to create a high quality event.  
Our hallmark is commercial urgency, 
a wide variety of menu options and 
most importantly, an unforgettable 
experience.

Contact Couture Caterers today!
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Considered to be one of South America’s most 
important wine-producing countries, Chile is often 
associated with  creating consistently good wines 
and remains home to many fascinating varieties. 
The  wide range of wine styles include the crisp, 
grassy Sauvignon Blanc of the Casablanca and 
Elqui valleys to the elegant, age-worthy Bordeaux 
Blends made in both Colchagua and Maipo Valley.
 
Like  many  New  World countries, Chile has adopted 
a signature grape variety; Carmenere, previously 
widely grown in Bordeaux. Once thought to be 
extinct, Carmenere was rediscovered by the 
Europeans in Chile in the 1990s. Adopted as Chile’s 
own signature grape, this red varietal disappeared 
from European vineyards in the mid-19th century 
and reappeared among Chile’s Merlot vines one  
hundred years later.
 
A late-ripening variety, Carmenere needs high 
levels of sunshine and a warm summer to reach 
its full potential.  In the right environment, the 
grapes can produce fine, deeply colored red 
wines with the attractive meaty plumpness of 
Merlot and the gently herbaceous, cedary notes 
of Cabernet Sauvignon. Rich in berry fruits 
and spice with smooth, well-rounded tannins, 
Carmenere is a very pleasing and easy to drink 
varietal. 

Maipo Valley
Home to some of Chile’s most prestigious wines 
and viticulture, Maipo Valley is one of the most 
important wine producing regions and is  famous 
for its well-balanced red wines. It is located 
just south of the capital Santiago, at the very 
northern end of Chile’s extensive Central Valley 
and encompasses three distinctive regions, 
Alto Maipo, Central Maipo and Pacific Maipo.   
These regions produce Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Carmenere and Syrah (also known in other 
regions of the world as Shiraz).

In the heart of the Maipo Valley there is a 
privileged area for producing high quality wines, 
named Alto Maipo. These vineyards are located 
along the eastern edge of the Andes Mountains 
and benefit from altitudes of 1300ft – 2500ft 
above sea level. This height provides the benefit 
of warmth from the sun during the day and cold 
nights, which slow the aging process of the 
grapes.  This longer grape season produces a 
riper grape with more acidity.

Central Maipo lies to the lower ground of Alto 
Maipo and has a slightly warmer  climate than 
Alto Maipo.  Its clay based and fertile soil lead to 
a slightly less refined style of wine.

Pacific Maipo centres on two towns and focuses 
more on wine production than viticulture.  Being 
close to the river, the cool breeze makes this 
region perfect for white wine varieties.

Viña Maipo is a prestigious Chilean wine 
producer with a rich history and excellent growth 
performance since 1948. Today Maipo winery 
exports to over 70 countries.

Sweet Wines
Chile has been known as far back as the 1800s 
for its sweet wines. Sweet wines vary from 
sparkling to fortified and their popularity is 
increasing in bars and restaurants every day. It 
should be noted that these wines can couple 
well with dessert and are considerably more 
cost effective that traditional dessert wines.

CHILECHILE

ChileChile
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CHILECHILE

ChileChile

The sweet range available at Hotel Food Supplies 
(Barbados) includes:-

Dulzino Moscato 
Known for its clean, fresh, fruity and floral notes. 
Grapes are 100% handpicked and aged for 
twelve months and infused. This sweet moscato 
has delicate undertones of  musk and honey 
dew melon.

Enjoy with: - Cold Aperitifs, Brie or Camembert 

cheese, cooked shellfish preparations including 

abalones or scallops, tai food or curries. Creamy 

desserts such as Crème Brulee or Panna Cotta

Dulzino Blush
This soft pink color wine has delicate fruit aromas 
of strawberries and cherries. It`s fresh and well 
balanced, with crisp acidity and a slight sweet 
aftertaste.

Enjoy by itself or with salads, grilled meats and 

poultry.

Dulzino Sweet Red
This ruby red wine boasts gorgeous aromas of 
blackberries, plums and black cherry notes. It is 
fresh and well balanced and is easy to drink. 
Enjoy with: - Cold aperitifs, tapas, mancheego, 
cheeses, chorizo, or dry-cured ham.

Ref:  Wines of Chile; http://www.winesofchile.org
(Accessed 2015-09-09)

Code  Product   *Case  Bottle *Case Bottle
   VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl.

W309 Vina Maipo Sparkling Brut    $285.00   $23.75   $334.88   $27.91 
W304 Vina Maipo Gran Vino Blanco    $201.25   $16.77   $236.47   $19.71 
W307 Vina Maipo Sauvignon Blanc Vitral (Reserve)   $270.25   $22.52   $317.54   $26.46 
W319 Maycas Sauvignon Blanc Reserve    $431.28   $35.94   $506.75   $42.23 
W302 Vina Maipo Chardonnay    $224.25   $18.69   $263.49   $21.96 
W301 Vina Maipo Chardonnay Vitral (Reserve)    $291.25   $24.27   $342.22   $28.52 
W317 Maycas Chardonnay Reserve    $431.28   $35.94   $506.75   $42.23 
W322 Vina Maipo Cabernet Sauvignon Blush    $195.00   $16.25   $229.13   $19.09 
W310 Vina Maipo Cabernet Sauvignon   $201.25   $16.77   $236.47   $19.71 
W305 Vina Maipo Cabernet Sauvignon Vitral Reserve   $270.25   $22.52   $317.54   $26.46 
W316 Maycas  Cabernet Sauvignon Reserve   $431.28   $35.94   $506.75   $42.23 
W315 Vina Maipo Petit Syrah Gran Devotion   $339.25   $28.27   $398.62   $33.22 
W313 Vina Maipo Carmenere Syrah    $368.00   $30.67   $432.40   $36.03 
W312 Vina Maipo Cabernet Sauvignon / Syrah    $368.00   $30.67   $432.40   $36.03 
W318 Maycas Syrah Reserve   $431.28   $35.94   $506.75   $42.23 
W303 Vina Maipo Merlot    $185.00   $15.42   $217.38   $18.11 
W308 Vina Maipo Merlot Rose    $224.25   $18.69   $263.49   $21.96 
W306 Vina Maipo Merlot Reserve   $245.00   $20.42   $287.88   $23.99 
      
W321 Dulzino Moscato Blanco    $195.00   $16.25   $229.13   $19.09 
W323 Dulzino Sweet Red    $195.00   $16.25   $229.13   $19.09 
W324 Dulzino Blush    $195.00   $16.25   $229.13   $19.09 

*Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice.
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TheTAPAS 
EXPERIENCE!

Pureocean Restaurant is making a splash with 

its pure taste. Located on one of the most 

spectacular beaches in Barbados, Pureocean is 

PURE magic for the eyes and the taste buds

The menu is an exciting array of dishes 

which can be described as Bajan cuisine with 

international flair. The menu includes Bajan 
classics such as pudding and souse  as well as 
unique creations such as smoked spice rubbed 
pork tenders with a tangy Caribbean tamarind 
sauce and perhaps most unexpected - mauby 
ice cream.. 

1 (246) 418-7303, 1 (246) 4187414
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A restaurant with dynamic elegance which 
boarders the Hastings Boardwalk, Christ Church 
where the ocean breeze creates a relaxing 
ambience to be enjoyed by all guests.
  
Excellent Food! Excellent Service! Excellent 
Atmosphere! This is the Tapas recipe for delivering 
the highest and finest quality of customer 
satisfaction, ensuring patrons return, time and 
time again.
 
A visit  begins with warm greetings and bright 
smiles from the friendly Hostess, which continues  
with every staff interaction encountered, in fact, 
it seems to be a contagion of the entire Tapas 
team; helping you feel welcomed and right at 
home in a family - like atmosphere!
  
There is something on the menu to suit 
everyone’s taste! Serving some of the most 
delicious options on the Island, there is an 
extensive food and drink selection.  Guests can 
relish in a fine dining experience, where a fusion 
of Thai, Spanish, Italian and even West Indian 
dishes are made available to cater to all styles 
and preferences. Specializing in a wide variety of 

tapas and offering the largest cocktail selection 
in Barbados, this restaurant is a perfect option for 
diners looking for an excellent place to socialize, 
host work meetings, family lunches or an intimate 
dinner for two.
    
This versatile atmosphere is amplified by the friendly, 
professional and exceptionally knowledgeable 
Tapas staff, led by Alfredo Giovine and Managers 
Earl Greenidge and Kemal Williams. 
 
At Tapas Restaurant, guests are certain to 
experience an evening where creativity, flavor 
twists and flare are backed by superior and 
personalized service.  If that’s not enough, David 
Barker and his team of experienced Mixologists 
are sure to peak your curiosity with every sip of 
the unique cocktail blends, which often carry a 
melody of some kind by incorporating fresh local 
products. The Coconut and Tamarind Martinis 
are a must try! Containing coconut water and 
tamarind respectively; these cocktails give the 
semblance of sitting on a beach under a coconut 
tree on a sunny day, absolute relaxation!

From the kitchen, the Chef Franco Parisi serves 
up succulent delights with creativity being a key 
ingredient! The Tapas offering includes, freshly 
baked bread with fine herbs that creates the 
perfect way to get things going over your choice 
of a glass of wine.   The well-priced menu includes 
Starters, such as the Eggplant Parmigiana which 
is exceptionally delicious and leaving you craving 
for more; or the Smoked Duck which has a 
delicate texture that offers delight in every bite.   
For the seafood lover, the Ceviche and Quinoa 
Salad is fresh, tangy and flavourful. Meat lovers 
can enjoy the Beef Carpaccio - mouthwatering!  
Or try the fresh and thinly sliced Angus beef 
served with Rocket salad, Parmesan cheese and 
drizzled with Truffle oil.
 
If your preference is for something different from 
the Main Course, try the Duck Ravioli, or the Duck 
Three Ways ~ Duck leg wrapped in Parma Ham 
and Ginger Mash, Pulled Duck with Goat Cheese 
and Balsamic Caramelized Onions, Duck Spring 
Roll with Hoisin Dip.  For the Seafood fanatics, 
we recommend the Spaghetti Mare that carries a 
variety of mussels, clams and shrimp with garlic, 

white wine and cherry tomatoes.  Whatever your 
selection, you can guarantee a special touch of 
ingenious flavors and the most delightful meal.
  
To ensure the ultimate guest experience, the 
Tapas team remains flexible and is therefore 
willing to satisfy special requests.

For many, the dining experience is rated by the 
dessert selection and Tapas desserts can leave 
you overwhelmed!  If you love Cheesecake, get 
lost in the Berries Cheesecake where another 
Tapas twist is carried out to tweak the texture 
while adding a mixture of berries and vanilla 
sauce.  Or go for the Napoleon with layers of dark, 
milk and white chocolate mousse with caramel; 
truly indescribable! The Lemon Tart is also 
amazing if you are looking for that citrus finish on 
the palette at the end of a truly enjoyable meal.

Wonderful ambience, enjoyable meal, exceptional 
service from a uniquely friendly team, simply the 
perfect blend – The Tapas Experience!

Written by Fontana Roach

DiningDining
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The bar is set and the expectation predetermined 
when one glances over the simple, classic style 
invitation received from Hotel Food Supplies for 
the Food, Wine & Beverage Show. It would be 
fair to envision the usual result of such endeavor, 
a simple booth and stall scenario with the ever 
faithful salespersons pushing products. However, 
upon entering the gates of the complex that 
Hotel Food Supplies shares with Firgos, one 
quickly realizes that this thought is a far cry from 
the presented reality.

The buzz of interactivity fills the air as Chefs, 
Sommeliers, Restaurant Owners, Property 
Manager’s, Food & Beverage Coordinators 
and Business Proprietors of all kinds mingle 
throughout the extensive aisles.
 
Nothing short of impressive describes the 
diversity of the goods on exhibition. Firgos’ 
extensive array of commodities covers the 
requirement of food presentation holistically. 

Masterful food and beverage creativity captivate 
at every turn and endless display of dishes 
prepared to perfection and delicious aroma 
saturate the air.

Live demonstrations of beverage applications by 
Tropics (Beverage Innovations) make even the 
novice feel he, or she has the ability to recreate 
the perfect cocktail infusion on the go. 

Meat lovers relish the occasion with so many 
sampling dishes on offer. Selections of fine 
dining steak and other beef cuts prepared using 
the famous Certified Angus Beef; without a doubt 
this is the tastiest red meat on the planet… Beef 
at its Best! 

Sysco guarantees to put the spice back into life 
and clearly prove that when it comes to adding 
zest to a meal they have every taste and flavor 
profile covered; from the simplest Beef and 
Chicken base to Chinese Five Spice, Fennel 

Seed, or Cajun Seasoning and the list goes on…   
Not to be outdone amazing pasta presentations 
from De Cecco and tortilla wraps from Tex-Mex 
entice, while the spread of hard and soft cheese, 
as well as dairy products from Sunny Morning 
and Premium Foods commanded the audience 
too.
 
Those looking for sweet and sugary selections 
found the pastry and cake offerings from Dawn 
Food Products scrumptious. The tarte shells, 
chocolate cups, drops, sprinkles and more from 

A Show beyond 
Expectation!

Rader Foods, prove that with these products a 

masterpiece dessert is not only possible, but 

actually easy.

The wine section was the pinnacle of the show, 

hundreds of bottles of fine wines and champagnes 

on display. Internationally famous estate houses,  

such as, Michael Chapoutier,  Baron d’ Ladoucette, 

Marques du Murrieta, Louis Guntrum, Rutherford, 

Jordan, Paolo Scavino, Felsina, Vietti, Donnafugata, 

Fattoria Le Pupille, 

Art i c l eArticle
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Scarbolo , Le Macchiole, Zenato and too many 
Chateau’s to mention. There is even a selection 
of collectable treasures, Barolo and Barbaresco 
from Italy that were produced in the early 2000’s 
and crafted for release now. The knowledgeable 
staff is quick to inform that these particular bottles 
are currently being sought after all over Europe 
by avid wine enthusiasts.
    
Indeed every aspect of what needs to 
be considered when operating a dining 
establishment was placed at the end of ones 
fingertips with professional demonstration and 
informed explanation. 

As one departs the show with a wealth of 
knowledge and many giveaways in hand, the only 
conclusion drawn from this rewarding experience 
is… this show was way beyond expectation!

Article

To place all orders: 
Contact Hotel Food Supplies
 #46 Warrens Industrial Park, 
St. Michael

Phone: (246) 424-7263 
or (246) 424-7489

Fax: (246) 438-1298
Email: wine@hotelfoods.bb 
or products@hotelfoods.bb
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Germany

GERMANY
With some of the oldest plantations known in 
Europe, many of which date back to the Roman 
era, Germany can boast 13 wine producing 
regions and is arguably responsible for making 
some of the world’s finest wines.
  
The wide range of grape varieties cultivated in 
Germany can be classified as impressive. In fact, 
the Federal Bureau of Statistics lists some 140 
grape varieties!
  
The history of wine making dates back more 
than 2,000 years and climatic factors vary from 
region to region, similar to each region’s varietal 
profile. 

With some of the steepest and northernmost 
vineyards in the world and, the coolest climates, 
Germany produces some of the best white 
wines; ranging from dry and delicate to dense, 
sweet and age worthy.

The famous world-class Riesling is produced in its 
Mosel region and this varietal along with  Müller-
Thurgau account for around 35% of Germany’s 

vast vineyards. Over 11% of the vineyard area 
is planted with Spätburgunder (or Pinot Noir), 
making it the most important red wine grape in 
Germany.

Louis Guntrum Wines 
The Louis Guntrum cellars lie on the banks of 
the Rhine between Oppenheimer and Nierstein 
and are managed by the 11th generation, Louis 
Konstantin Guntrum. Modern cellar technology, 
combined with the best of traditional wine-
making and philosophy have formed a 
harmonious relationship, and are responsible 
for the  production of some of Germany’s finest 
wines which are found at Hotel Food Supplies 
(Barbados), Warrens, St. Michael. 

Guntrum Riesling Royal Blue Bottle
This unique blue sleek style bottle contains 
an elegant and classically scented Riesling; 
with aromas of tropical fruits, green apples, 
citrus, pineapple and melon. With an excellent 
balance of sweetness and acidity this wine pairs 
wonderfully with any spicy meal, yet is perfect to 
drink on its own.

Distributed by: 
HOTEL FOOD SUPPLIES (BARBADOS)
 Warrens Industrial Park St. Michael,

Bridgetown, Barbados 

Phone: +1 (246) 424-7489 
Fax: +1 (246) 438-1298 

Email: wine@hotelfoods.bb 

https://twitter.com/LouisGuntrum/
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GERMANY

Germany

Guntrum Spätlese - Yellow Fantasy
This bottle is perfect for any occasion from 
aperitif to after dinner, with spicy food, your daily 
meals or as an evening TV dinner wine. The 
wine has excellent structure with a balance of 
sweetness and acidity. A stylish classic Riesling 
scent is paired with aromas of tropical fruits, 
melon, apples and citrus. Certainly a bottle worth 
trying.

Oppenheimer Sackträger Riesling 
Spätlese Trocken  
Drunk in more than 60 countries around the world 
this dry Riesling is delicate and fragrant with the 
aroma of white peaches, apricot and juicy pears. 
Served at 8° - 10° Celsius this classical Riesling is 
elegant in expression. It is totally delicious with 
fine meals, seafood, lobster, caviar, meat and 
pasta, undoubtedly a bottle you will relish.

Ref: Wines of Germany; http://www.germanwineusa.com 
(Accessed 2015-09-09)

Code  Product   *Case Bottle *Case Bottle
   VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl.

W401 Louis Guntrum Riesling Royal Blue    $313.95   $26.16   $368.89   $30.74 
W398 Louis Guntrum Riesling Yellow Spatlese   $367.50   $30.63   $431.81   $35.98 
W400 Louis Guntrum Piesporter Michelsberg    $374.33   $31.19   $439.83   $36.65 
W403 Louis Guntrum Oppenheimer Sacktrager Riesling 
 Spatlese Trocken   $519.75   $43.31   $610.71   $50.89 

*Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice.
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SPAIN
Castillo Ygay Gran Reserva
Castillo Ygay Gran Reserva Especial 2005 is 
a complex and elegant classic. Only the finest 
vintages from the 741-acre (300-hectare) Ygay 
Estate are used to make Castillo Ygay. This Gran 
Reserva Especial is made from Tempranillo and 
Mazuelo from vineyards located at 500 meters 
above sea level. Limited in production, with a 
point rating in excess of 94+ it is no doubt that 
this is a bottle sought after all over the world.
 
The Castillo Ygay Gran Reserva Especial pairs 
well with red meats, game and cured cheeses. 

Capellanía White Reserva
Boasting a rating of 93 points from Wine 
Spectator this “round and plush rich white” 
delivers pear, melon and tangerine flavors, with 
layers of vanilla, white chocolate and clove. 
Citrusy acidity keeps this bottle fresh on the 
palette.

Capellanía pairs well with smoked fish, white 
meat, duck liver, pâtés, cheeses, Asian foods 
and rice dishes. We suggest serving a bottle 
at 14-15º C with some time to breathe before 
consumption.

Ref: Wines from Spain; http://www.winesfromspainusa.

com(Accessed 2015-09-06)

Spain

SPAIN
Spain’s history of wine production spans nearly 

3,000 years and today they produce almost the 

same volume as France and Italy. What makes 

Spanish wine extra special is that many Spanish 

wineries age the wines in oak barrels as well as 

in the bottles.

Marques De Murrieta

While Spain produces a variety of red, white, 

sparkling and fortified wines its Rioja’s are well 

renowned around the world. One of the most 

distinct estates is Marques du Murrieta which 

was established in 1852. Marqués de Murrieta

is named after Luciano de Murrieta, one of the 
founding fathers of modern Rioja winemaking in 
Spain.

Marques De Murrieta Rioja Reserva
With an aging process that spans 17 months in 
225 litre American oak barrels and a minimum of 
12 moths in the bottle before release the Marques 
de Murrieta Rioja Reserva is sheer elegance 
with silky ripe plum, roasted fig and chocolate 
flavours. Each vintage released continues to be 
an award winning success, with ratings of 91 
points from Wine Spectator USA, Robert Parker 
USA and Peñín Wine Guide (Spain).

Code  Product    *Case  Bottle *Case Bottle
   VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl.

W685 Marques de Murrieta Capellania   $577.50   $48.13   $678.56   $56.55 
W686 Marques de Murrieta Reserva Rioja   $781.16   $65.10   $917.86   $76.49 
W689 Castillo Ygay Gran Reserva Especial Rioja   $1,837.50   $153.13   $2,159.06   $179.92 

*Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice.
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The Perfect Pair
Cheese & Wine

Wine and cheese can represent the perfect 
marriage… that’s if you have found the right 
match! Yes, just like dating a lot should go into 
ensuring that the right cheese is paired with the 
right wine. Once done correctly, this impeccable 
combination can be a delicious endeavor.

As cheeses vary in moisture content, fat content, 
texture and flavor, wines may vary in acidity, 
sweetness, body and structure. Cheeses range 
from fresh to hard aged and the younger the 
cheese, the higher the water content and milky 
delicate texture. Older cheeses have less 
moisture and are richer and more flavourful; 
acquiring their flavours differently depending on 
storage.
  
One similarity is that both wines and cheeses 
acquire more taste and body as they age.  
Younger wines are lighter, with lively aromas 
and bright flavours of fruit, flowers, citrus, herbs 
or spice, while older wines carry these same 
flavours, along with some secondary flavours 
such as oak, toast, earth, oxidation and more.

Let’s get into the more intimate details that will 
help you to find the perfect match when hosting. 

Flavour Intensity
The most fundamental rule that should influence 
your wine and cheese pairings is try to pair 
cheese with a wine that is similar in texture and 
richness of taste.  

Texture
You can either contrast or complement.  Rich 
creamy cheeses complement buttery oak white 
wines creating a harmonious sensation, but 
they also match fittingly with Sparkling Wines. 
The bubbles in Sparkling Wines fit well with rich 
cheese, cleaning your tongue to crave another 
bite.

Tannins
Tannins add the characteristic of dryness and 
astringency. Tannic red wines pair well with rich, 
aged cheeses as their tannins bind to protein and 
fat, cleaning the palate with every bite.  Ironically, 
the opposite occurs if paired with too young a 

cheese, as whatever little fat is available from the 
cheese, is tied up by the tannins leaving a chalky 
sensation and metallic aftertaste in the mouth.

Salt loves Sweet
Sweet wines help balance the salty cheeses. The 
salt in the cheese enhances the perception of 
the sweetness in the wine, so Sparkling Wines 
have been found to work perfectly with salty 
foods. The carbonation and yeasty acids clean 
the salt from the palate seemingly adding more 
interesting textures and flavor nuances. 

Fresh and Soft Cheeses
Fresh and soft cheeses, such as Brie and 
Camembert love crisp whites, dry roses, sparkling 
wines, dry aperitif and light bodied reds with 
low tannins. Wines with apple, berry, stone fruit, 
tropical, melon, or citrus flavors work best with 
fresh, soft cheeses. Indulge the senses by pairing 
Mozzarella cheese and Moscato. 

Semi-hard, Medium-aged Cheeses
Edam and (smoked) Gouda are a few cheeses 
that have a firmer texture and stronger flavor; 
these pair well with medium bodied whites, 
fruity reds, vintage Sparkling wine and aperitif 
wines that offer a balance between acidity, fruit 
and tannin. Young Cheddar or Manchego with 
Pinot Blanc or Chardannay should enhance the 
evening of entertaining.

Blue Cheeses
Blue cheeses pair well with sweet, strong 
flavoured wines. Cambozola and Gorgonzola 
cheese and a Red Port pairing will provide you a 
balance of vigor and sweetness.

Hard Aged Cheeses
Hard aged cheeses such as Sharp or Mild 
Cheddar pair well with aged white Bordeaux, 
Burgundy and Riesling. These cheeses also 
adequately compliment Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Merlot, Syrah and Zinfandel.

Ref: The Perfect Twist: Wine and Cheese Pairing; Wine 
Enthusiast; http://www.winemag.com

(Accessed 2015-08-30)
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Home to Bordeaux, Burgundy and Champagne, 
France is arguably the world’s most important        
wine-producing country. For centuries, the 
country has produced wines in greater quality 
and quantity than any other region.  Wine is 
ingrained in the French culture, where both the 
elite and average person enjoy and indulges in 
the drinking of wine.

The country produces all styles of white and red 
wine, from the cool wines of the Loire Valley, the 
stylish varietals of Alsace, through the classics of 
Bordeaux and Burgundy, to the more powerful, 
muscular offerings of the Rhone and the warm 
wines of Languedoc and Roussillon and of 
course there are the great Champagnes.
  
Consumer preferences continue to encourage 
the development of new styles of wine from the 
terrain and grape varieties available. 
 
The most popular international grape varieties 
from France are Chardonnay, Merlot and Cabernet 
Sauvignon. A key factor in the development of 
the complex categorization of France’s wine 
styles and quality is centered around the volume 
and diversity available which is linked to the wide 
range of climates. Two concepts central to higher 
end French wines are the notion of “terroir”, which 
links the style of the wines to the specific locations 
where the grapes are grown and the wine is made. 
A region’s terroir dictates the grape varieties used 
to produce its traditional wines. From the granite 
hills of Beaujolais to the famous chalky slopes of 
Chablis and the gravels of the Medoc, the sites on 
which Frances’ vineyards have been developed 
are considered of vital importance and are at the 
heart of the concept of terroir.

Champagne, its most northerly region, has one 
of the coolest climates anywhere in the wine-
growing world. Bordeaux, in the southwest, 
has a maritime climate heavily influenced by 
the Atlantic Ocean to its west and the various 
rivers that wind their way between its vineyards. 
Far from any oceanic influence, eastern regions 
such as Burgundy and Alsace have a continental 

climate, with warm, dry summers and cold 
winters. In France’s deep south, Provence 
and Languedoc-Roussillon enjoy a definitively 
Mediterranean climate, characterized by hot 
summers and relatively mild winters.

Where a variety has been used in multiple 
regions, the style of wine it produces in each 
region also evolves naturally. The difference 
between Chardonnay in Champagne is the 
wine’s crisp, tart, acidic and sparkling notes, 
while in the region of Macon the wine notes are 
rounder, riper, richer and fruitier.

France produces some of the world’s greatest 
wines, here are choice picks available at Hotel 
Food Supplies (Barbados).

Ladoucette La Poussie Sancerre Rosé  
100% Pinot Noir, this salmon-colored wine with 
brilliant tints and very nice intense aromas of 
raspberry, blackberries, black cherry, wood and 
strawberries is sure to please. This bottle boasts 
a lively attack with a nice body and reinforced 
freshness. The good maturity of the Pinot Noir 
gives a succulent and gorgeous fruity character 
and a dense finish. 

Mommessin Pouilly Fuisse
A delicate Chardonnay with a light golden to 
greenish yellow colour. A floral bouquet with 
ripe apple and citrus fruit flavours, gives way to 
a rich, silky mouth feel and a hint of almonds on 
a long smooth finish. Serve this Pouilly - Fuissé 
at 12 to 14°C which will bring out its full taste and 
aromatic qualities. It goes well with shellfish, fish, 
quenelles, white meats in cream sauce, poultry, 
and sweetbreads.

Antonin Rodent Chateau de Mercey Mercurey
With aromas of red and black berries (cherry, 
blackberry) mingling with a hint of floral aromas, 
this wine gives sensations of fresh and crisp 
fruitiness (cherry) coated with supple tannins. A 
gourmet wine with a good aromatic persistence. 
Enjoy with white meat, roasted poultry, and fine 
cheeses.  Best served at 15-16° C.

Hob Nob 
This easy-to-drink brand is highly  favored by the 
younger generation of European wine drinkers, 
Its name indicates its intention, it invites getting 
together, socializing with friends and even the 
clinking of wine glasses especially with those of 
higher social status. Offering varietals in  Pinot 
Noir, Chardonnay, Shiraz, Cabernet Sauvignon 
and Merlot (dubbed the crazy Wicked Red). This 
Wicked Red has roasted coffee, mocha, toasted 
hazelnuts and orange zest notes. It plays well with 
BBQ’s, grilled meats and cheeses.
 
Michael Chapoutier! 
French Master Wine Maker
Most established wine lovers would agree that 
“un bon vin, c’est un vin que l’on a envie de 
regoûter” - “a good wine is a wine you want 

to taste again.” By mastering the grapes of the 
Rhone Valley, Chapoutier offers many rare wines 
that provide warmth and character in every sip.  
Michael Chapoutier is a master of many varietals 
and the Chateauneuf du Pape is nothing short of 
remarkable. 

Drinking a bottle of Chateauneuf du Pape by 
Michael Chapoutier is an experience to savor. 
Made with mainly Grenache, the wine is aged 
in vats and in big wooden casks from 15 to 18 
months. With complex aromas of ripe red fruits, 
plus loads of fatness and strength with spicy 
aromas that lead into leather finish, this bottle is 
one for special occasion.

Ref: Wine in France; France; https://www.vins-france.con 

(Accessed 2015-09-05)

Code  Product  Pack  *Case  Bottle *Case Bottle
   VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl.

W397 1/2 BOT. ALBERT PIC FOUR 24x375 ml  $1,080.71   $45.03   $1,269.84   $52.91 
W406 Albert Pic Petit Chablis  12x750 ml  $602.54   $50.21   $707.99   $59.00 
W408 Albert Pic Chablis Fourchaume  12x750 ml  $978.08   $81.51   $1,149.24   $95.77 
W407 Albert Pic Chablis Grand Cru  12x750 ml  $1,312.50   $109.38   $1,542.19   $128.52 
W405 Albert Pic Premier Cru 12x750 ml  $1,509.48   $125.79   $1,773.64   $147.80 

Franc e
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*Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice.
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Code  Product    *Case  Bottle *Case Bottle
   VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl.

W289 Chapoutier Vin de Table White Bio Coufis  6x375 ml  $277.77   $46.29   $326.38   $54.40 
W280 Banyuls White 6x375 ml   $430.50   $71.75   $529.93   $88.32 
W281 Banjuls Red 6x375 ml   $472.50   $78.75   $581.63   $96.94 

W751 Antonin Guyon Bourgogne Pinot Noir    $531.30   $44.28   $624.28   $52.02 
W771 Antonin Guyon Bour\Hautes\Cotes\de Nuits    $640.08   $53.34   $752.09   $62.67 
W772 Antonin Guyon Cotes de Beaune Vill   $712.53   $59.38   $837.22   $69.77 
W750 Antonin Guyon Meursault Charmes   $996.19   $83.02   $1,170.52   $97.54 
W768 Antonin Guyon Aloxe-Corton    $1,412.78   $117.73   $1,660.01   $138.33 
W767 Antonin Guyon Volnay   $1,436.93   $119.74   $1,688.39   $140.70 
W770 Antonin Guyon Corton Grand Cru    $1,582.21   $131.85   $1,859.10   $154.93 
W774 Antonin Guyon Corton Clos du Roy    $2,052.79   $171.07   $2,412.03   $201.00 
W836 Antonin Rodet Rully Red    $633.94   $52.83   $744.88   $62.07 
W835 Antonin Rodet Meursault    $1,449.00   $120.75   $1,702.58   $141.88 
W837 Antonin Rodet Dom Pedrix Echezeaux    $1,823.54   $151.96   $2,142.65   $178.55 
W838 Antonin Rodet Corton Bressande   $2,898.00   $241.50   $3,405.15   $283.76 
      
W278 Cote Du Rhone White    $356.21   $29.68   $418.55   $34.88 
W277 Cote Du Rhone Red    $341.25   $28.44   $400.97   $33.41 

W293 Chapoutier Gigondas Red    $703.50   $58.63   $826.61   $68.88 
W295 Chapoutier Les Arenes Cornas     $834.75   $69.56   $980.83   $81.74 
W275 Chateauneuf Du Pape    $939.75   $78.31   $1,104.21   $92.02 
W284 Chateauneuf Du Pape Red (Bio)    $996.19   $83.02   $1,170.52   $97.54 
W286 Chateauneuf Du Pape (Barbe Rac)   $3,260.25   $271.69   $3,830.79   $319.23 
W291 Chapoutier Chateauneuf du Pape Magnum    $173.07      $203.36 
      
W478 Hob Nob Chardonnay    $383.17   $31.93   $450.22   $37.52 
W476 Hob Nob Merlot    $383.17   $31.93   $450.22   $37.52 
W475 Hob Nob Cabernet Sauvignon    $378.00   $31.50   $444.15   $37.01 
W479 Hob Nob Malbec    $378.00   $31.50   $444.15   $37.01 
W480 Hob Nob Shiraz    $378.00   $31.50   $444.15   $37.01 
W477 Hob Nob Pinot Noir    $441.00   $36.75   $518.18   $43.18 

Franc eFranc e
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Code  Product    *Case  Bottle *Case Bottle
   VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl.

      
W396 Ladoucette Sancerre    $815.06   $33.96   $957.70   $39.90 
W410 Ladoucette Compte La Fond Sancerre   $766.76   $63.90   $900.95   $75.08 
W409 Ladoucette Pouilly Fume    $839.21   $69.93   $986.07   $82.17 
W433 Ladoucette Sancerre Compte Le Fond Rose    $790.91   $65.91   $929.32   $77.44 

W399 Baron De L    $1,793.14   $149.43   $2,106.94   $175.58 
      
W803 Mommessin Pouilly Fuisse    $624.75   $52.06   $734.08   $61.17 
W830 Mommessin Chassagne Montrachet    $1,907.85   $158.99   $2,241.72   $186.81 
W809 Mommessin Cotes du Provence Rose   $236.25   $19.69   $277.59   $23.13 
W821 Mommessin Syrah    $283.50   $23.63   $333.11   $27.76 
W820 Mommessin Pinot Noir    $365.40   $30.45   $429.35   $35.78 
W810 Mommessin Brouilly Red    $434.70   $36.23   $510.77   $42.56 
W819 Mommessin Fleurie    $519.75   $43.31   $610.71   $50.89 
W812 Mommessin Moulin-A-Vent Red    $565.11   $47.09   $664.00   $55.33 
W808 Mommessin Beaune Premier Cru    $1,304.10   $108.68   $1,532.32   $127.69 
W828 Mommessin Nuits St.G.ler Cru Pedrix    $1,763.16   $146.93   $2,071.71   $172.64 
W807 Mommessin Clos de Tart   $3,912.30   $326.03   $4,596.95   $383.08 

W512 Shaps & Roucher Sarrazan Puligny Montrachet    $1,509.38   $125.78   $1,773.52   $147.79 
W511 Shaps & Roucher Sarrazan Meursault ler 
 CRU Les Cras   $1,700.98   $141.75   $1,998.65   $166.55 
W510 Shaps & Roucher Sarrazan St. Aubin Premier Cru    $1,195.43   $99.62   $1,404.62   $117.05 
W834 Shaps & Roucher Sarrazan Gervey Chambertin 
 St. Jacques    $1,521.45   $126.79   $1,787.70   $148.98 
W515 Shaps & Roucher Sarrazan Nuits St. Georges    $1,557.68   $129.81   $1,830.27   $152.52 
W513 Shaps & Roucher Sarrazan 
 Volnay Santenots    $1,557.74   $129.81   $1,830.34   $152.53 
W514 Shaps & Roucher Sarrazan Pommard     $1,871.63   $155.97   $2,199.16   $183.26 
W517 Shaps & Roucher Sarrazan 
 Vosnay Romanee   $1,872.86   $156.07   $2,200.62   $183.38 
W516 Shaps & Roucher Sarrazan Gevrey Chambertin 
 Les Crais    $1,509.35   $125.78   $1,773.49   $147.79 

*Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice. *Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice.
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The latest addition to 
Barbados’ famous West 

Coast, The Cliff Beach Club 
sits nestled on the rocks next 

to her big sister restaurant 
The Cliff. Boasting a 180º 
ocean side setting and a 
completely new à la carte 

menu courtesy of head Chef 
Jérémy Dupire, 

The Beach Club has set out to 
distinguish itself with a more 

casual dining experience 
while maintaining the same 
high standards The Cliff is 

famous for. If you’re looking 
for a relaxing lunch, laid back 
dinner, or just want to gaze at 
the sea over a cocktail from 
the dramatic panoramic bar, 

The Cliff Beach Club is not to 
be missed. 

Call 1 (246) 432 0797 
or email reservations@

thecliffbeachclub.com for info 
and bookings.

 Dining
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ITALY
Italy has helped to set the standard for wine 
making in the world, being the most successful 
in planting practices. They vaunt a vast majority 
of the dominant international grape varietals 
and their domestic vines offer the true flavor 
characteristics, enjoyed all over the globe.  
Over 800 wine grape varieties and 20 uniquely 
designated winegrowing regions help paint the 
landscape of Italy’s winemaking history.

Italy produces hundreds of wines yearly and 
trying to find a selection can be somewhat 
intimidating, to say the least. Understanding 
the main categories can help make the task 
less daunting.  Broadly speaking, Italian wines 
can be divided into two main categories: “Table 
Wines” and “Higher End”. Table wines are less 
expensive red or white wines that are produced 
to be consumed in the easy-going atmosphere 
of an Italian-style family dinner. Table wines are 
often fruit-forward wines, some are sparkling, 
most are light-medium bodied and all carry an 
affinity for regional Italian fare. High end Italian 
wines range in quality designations, from good 

to superior. There are so many native grape 
varieties and the resulting wine combinations 
are just as diverse, so we will concentrate on the 
top regions - Piedmont, Tuscany and Alto Adige.
  
Piedmont is dominated by Barbera, Nebbiolo 
and Dolcetto and is home to some of the popular 
light hearted bubbles of Moscato.
 
Tuscany, they say is where the wine magic 
happens. When most people think of Italian 
wine, images of Tuscany come to mind….rolling 
hillsides, medieval castles, walled cities, and 
endless vineyards. Tuscany’s wines are based 
firmly on the Sangiovese grape, bottled as 
Chianti.

Alto Adige is tucked into the base of the Italian 
Alps and is home to the world’s most stunning 
vineyard views.  White wines are dominant in 
this region, with Pinot Grigio in the forefront.

Italian wines are made for Italian food. The two 
go hand in hand, and like a good marriage, 
both typically enhances each other. A wine like 
Chianti pairs with everything or even Dolcetto 
d’Alba, another solid red table wine that is made 
for Italian fare. For more meatier fares like steak 
try Piedmont’s Barolo or Barbaresco, which are 
made to handle high fat, high protein with full 
flavors, powerful tannic structure and incredible 
acidity.  Pinot Grigio highlights incredible acidity 
and makes for easy food pairings. Perfect for 
seafood, an assortment of appetizers and 
favorite poultry picks, Pinot Grigio is Italy’s go-to 
white wine.
 
With some of the finest representations from 
Italy available at Hotel Food Supplies (Barbados), 
tonights selection can include bottles from 
Donnafugata, Fattoria Le Pupille, Felsina, La 
Sinetta, Le Macciole, Productori Barbaresco, 
Proderi Luigi Einaudi, Palo Scavono, Satrori, 
Scarbolo, Vietti or Zenato. 

Ref: Italian Wines; Life in Italy; https://www.lifeinitaly.com 

(Accessed 2015-08-31)
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Code  Product   *Case  Bottle *Case Bottle
   VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl

W426 Sartori”Bardolin Chiaretto    $309.75   $25.81   $363.96   $30.33 
W427 Sartori Soave Classico   $362.25   $30.19   $425.64   $35.47 
W425 Sartori Valpolicella Class.    $386.40   $32.20   $454.02   $37.84 
W431 Sartori Pinot Nero    $319.00   $28.00   $374.83   $32.90 
W429 Sartori Regolo    $434.70   $36.23   $510.77   $42.56 
     
W231 Scarbolo Merlot    $466.20   $38.85   $547.79   $45.65 
W232 Scarbolo Pinot Grigio Rose 1x3000 ml   $115.50        $135.71 
W230 Scarbolo Ren\xl\Pinot Grigio Rose    $519.75   $43.31   $610.71   $50.89 
      
W342 Vietti Moscato d`Asti Cascinetta    $514.50   $42.88   $604.54   $50.38 
W338 Vietti” Dolcetto d`Alba Trevigne    $556.50   $46.38   $653.89   $54.49 
W340 Vietti Barbera d`Alba Trevigne    $600.52   $50.04   $705.61   $58.80 
W344 Vietti Barbera d`Asti Superiore    $1,083.22   $90.27   $1,272.79   $106.07 
W339 Vietti Barolo Castiglione    $1,360.80   $113.40   $1,598.94   $133.25 
W341 Vietti Barolo Lazzarito    $2,581.36   $215.11   $3,033.10   $252.76 
      
W377 Zenato Pinot Grigio delle Venezie    $358.22   $29.85   $420.91   $35.08 
W375 Zenato Lugana San Benedetto   $388.21   $32.35   $456.14   $38.01 
W378 Zenato Valpollcella   $356.96   $29.75   $419.43   $34.95 
W379 Zenato Merlot    $536.89   $44.74   $630.84   $52.57 
W380 Zenato Amarone    $1,146.85   $95.57   $1,347.55   $112.30 

Ita lyIta ly
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Code  Product   *Case  Bottle *Case Bottle
   VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl.

W259 Fatt\Le\Pup\Solalto Tos Bianco 12x375 ml   $567.63   $47.30   $666.97   $55.58 
W734 Felsina Chianti Classico 12x375 ml   $380.36   $31.70  $446.93   $37.24 
W660 Donnafaguta Anthillia 24x375 ml   $481.79   $20.07   $566.11   $23.59 
W664 Donnafaguta Sedara  12x375 ml   $259.61   $21.63   $305.04   $25.42 
W669 Donnafugata Ben Rye 12x375 ml   $917.78   $76.48   $1,078.40   $89.87 

W656 Donnafaguta Anthillia    $440.74   $36.73   $517.87   $43.16 
W657 Donnafaguta Lighea   $543.38   $45.28   $638.47   $53.21 
W661 Donnafaguta Sedara    $411.83   $34.32   $483.90   $40.33 
W662 Donnafaguta Angheli Merlot    $593.25   $49.44   $697.07   $58.09 
W659 Donnafaguta Tancredi   $719.25   $59.94   $845.12   $70.43 
W663 Donnafaguta Mille E Una Notte   $1,408.86   $117.40   $1,655.41   $137.95 
W658 Donnafaguta Ben Rye   $1,596.00   $133.00   $1,875.30   $156.28 
      
W255 Fatt\Le\Pup\Morellino di Scansano    $458.89   $38.24   $539.20   $44.93 
W257 Fatt\Le|Pup Poggio Valente   $615.89   $51.32   $723.67   $60.31 
W258 Fatt\Le\Pup\Saffredi Mar. Tosc    $2,233.98   $186.17   $2,624.93 $218.74 

W730 Felsina  I Sistri    $624.75   $52.06   $734.08   $61.17 
W733 Felsina Lucilla    $428.47   $35.71   $503.46   $41.95 
W732 Felsina Colli Senesi   $450.66   $37.56   $529.53   $44.13 
W725 Felsina Chianti Classico    $627.90   $52.33   $737.78   $61.48 
W726 Felsina Chianti Classico Riserva   $861.00   $71.75   $1,011.68  $84.31 
W729 Felsina Maestro Raro   $1,054.44   $87.87   $1,238.97   $103.25 
W727 Felsina Rancia Riserva    $1,083.27   $90.27   $1,272.85   $106.07 
W728 Felsina Fontalloro   $1,131.38   $94.28   $1,329.37   $110.78 
     
W630 Le Macchiole Paleo Rosso   $1,799.03   $149.92   $2,113.86   $176.15 
W628 Le Macchiole Messorio    $4,362.62   $363.55   $5,126.08   $427.17 
      
W240 Paolo Scavino Vino Rosso da Tavola    $499.97   $41.66   $587.46   $48.96 

W435 Sartori Amarone    $941.85   $78.49   $1,106.67   $92.22 
W424 Sartori” Proseco Spumante    $357.00   $29.75   $419.48   $34.96 
W428 Sartori Pinot Grigio   $330.75   $27.56   $388.63   $32.39 
W430 Sartori” Pinot Grigio Blush    $332.06   $27.67   $390.17   $32.51 
W432 Pinot Grigio 6x1500 ml   $333.90   $55.65   $392.33   $65.39 

*Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice.

*Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice.
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Code  Product   Vintage  *Case  Bottle *Case Bottle
     VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl.

W242 Paolo Scavino Barolo   2004  $847.44   $70.62   $995.74   $82.98 

W243 Paolo Scavino Barolo Bric del Flasc   2004  $2,795.76   $232.98   $3,285.02   $273.75 
W244 Paolo Scavino Barolo Carobric  2004  $2,795.76   $232.98   $3,285.02   $273.75 
W241 Paolo Scavino Barolo  2004  $2,795.76   $232.98   $3,285.02   $273.75 
       
W224 Pod\Lu\Ein\Dolcetto di Dogliani I Fllari   2006  $675.00   $56.25   $793.13   $58.16 
W221 Poderi Luigi Einaudi Barolo   2004  $1,389.04   $115.75   $1,632.12   $136.01 
W223 Pod\Lu\Ein\ Barolo Cannubi   2007  $2,011.42   $167.62   $2,363.41   $196.95 
       
W238 Prod\del\Barbaresco Ovello 6x750  2004  $752.73   $62.73   $884.46   $73.70 
W237 Prod\del\Barbaresco Paje Ris 6x750  2004  $752.73   $62.73   $884.46   $73.70 
W239 Prod\del\Barbaresco Rabaja 6x750  2004  $752.73   $62.73   $884.46   $73.70 
W236 Prod\del\Barbaresco Rio Sordo 6x750  2004  $752.73   $62.73   $884.46   $73.70 

North-Western Italy is the home to many hidden 
treasures. Barolo, often called “The King of 
Wines and The Wine of Kings” owes its title to 
the wines’ popularity with the Savoy kings during 
their occupation in Piedmont. In modern times, 
it is acknowledged by experts as one of the 
world’s finest and sublime red wines. Made from 
the nebbiolo grape, it produces a variety of rich, 
full bodied wines capable, in the best vintages, 
of lasting decades.
 
Its cousin, Barbaresco, makes a lighter, more 
feminine version from the same grape, predictably 
termed “The Queen of Wines.”  Most wineries 
produce a regular bottling called “normale,” as 
well as “Crus” which are single vineyard versions 
that reflect the unique character of the sites’ 
individual soil and micro climate.

These wines are true special occasion, pairing well 

with game, roasted and grilled meats, pastas with 

tomato or cream based sauces, and with pungent 

strong cheeses.

Vintages are very important as they determine 

which bottles really showcase polished quality 

and the selection featured at Hotel Food Supplies 

Barbados boasts vintages from the very best in 

recent years.

 

The fact should be known, many of the bottles 

featured on these pages are extremely  difficult to 

find, either in-stores or online worldwide, so the 

time is now to cast out the new and serve up the 

old.

These hidden treasures are only available in 

limited quantity at Hotel Food Supplies Barbados.

 Vietti Barolo “Castiglione” 2004 92 Pts

“The Castiglione is superb. This impressively 

concentrated Barolo is fresh and perfumed, with 

plenty of sweet fruit supported by structure and 

power... delicate notes of herbs and tobacco leaf 

adding further to the complexity. Anticipated 

maturity: 2010-2022

Vietti Barolo “Lazzarito” 2004 93 Pts.

The 2004 Lazzarito possesses superb depth in 

its ripe dark fruit, smoke, licorice, tar and sweet 

toasted oak...a massive, powerful Barolo with a 

brooding personality. Anticipated maturity 

2012-2025

Paolo Scavino Barolo 2004 91 Pts.

The estates Barolo is always a standout and 

the 2004 is no exception. It is a perfumed wine 

that presents the essence of dried roses, plums, 

cherries and herbs, with a medium bodied, 

feminine personality. A sweet note of tar lingers 
on the long finish. Anticipated maturity: 
2009-2016.

Paolo Scavino Barolo “Cannubi” 2004 94 Pts.
Scavino’s 2004 Barolo Canubbi is an imposing 
effort... lovely inner perfume with layers of ripe 
fruit, menthol, and spices that caress the palate 
showing grace and purity. The tannis are sweet, 
ripe, and round, adding to the wine’s stylish 
personality. Anticipated maturity: 2014-2024

Paolo Scavino Barolo “Carobric” 2004 94 Pts.
Scavino’s 2004 Carobric comes across as 
classic in its expression of violets, black cherries, 
minerals, and sweet toasted oak. It too, offers 
gorgeous sweetness to its fruit, but it is more 
focused and less concentrated than the other 
2004 Barolos. This is a beautifully proportioned, 
vibrant Barolo that is sure to find many admirers. 
Anticipated maturity: 2012-2024

Out with the New & in with the Old

Vietti Barolo“Castiglione” Vietti Barolo “Lazzarito” Paolo Scavino Barolo

*Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice.

What’s  NewWhat’s New
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What’s  NewWhat’s New

Out with the New & in with the Old

Paolo Scavino Barolo 
“Carobric” 

La Spinetta Barbaresco 
Vigneto Valeirano 

Paolo Scavino Barolo 
“Bric del Fiasc” 

Produttori del Barbaresco 
Barbaresco 

La Spinetta Barolo 
“Campe”

Produttori del Barbaresco 
Barbaresco “Rabaja” 

Paolo Scavino Barolo “Bric del Fiasc” 
2004 96 Pts.
The estate’s 2004 Bric del Fiasc is another 
awesome wine. Initially linear on entry, it explodes 
on the palate with a compelling array of fruit, tar, 
smoke, licorice, new leather, plums, and baking 
spices. Although the Bric del Fiasc is typically a 
wine that relies on power, the 2004 is notably 
refined and elegant with sweet silky tannins that 
support the fruit from start to finish. 
Anticipated maturity: 2014-2022

La Spinetta Barolo “Campe” 2004 93 Pts.
This massive powerful Barolo flows from the 
glass with its signature over-ripe aromatics and 
masses of dark fruit, tobacco, leather, and spices. 

The tannins build impressively on the long finish. 

Buckle your chin straps, this is not a wine for the 

timid. Anticipated maturity: 2014-2024

La Spinetta Barbaresco Vigneto Valeirano 

2005 93 Pts.

The 2005 Barabresco Vugneto Valeirano opens 

whith a huge, brrodong nose of smoke, tar, and 

scorched earth. The massive wine changes 

constantly in the glass, as black cherries, wild 

herbs, menthol, and licorice gradually take 

center stage. despite its large-scaled personality, 

the wine possesses tons of harmony. Anticipated 

maturity: 2012-2022

Produttori del Barbaresco Barbaresco 

2004 90 Pts

The estate’s 2004 Barbaresco is very sweet 

and pretty, with spiced, floral aromas that are 

delicately woven into a fabric of ripe fruit. With air 

herbal and balsamic overtones emerge, adding 

further complexity. The wines offers outstanding 

length, silky tannins and a fresh, inviting finish. 

Anticipated maturity: 2008-2016

Produttori del Barbaresco Riserva “Rio Sordo” 

2004 92 Pts

There is considerable depth and richness in the 

fruit as this sweet, layered Barbaresco opens up 

in the glass. The typical spiced, floral Rio Sordo 

notes are amply present in the wine, but in 2004 

there is an additional level of concentration and 

richness that has eluded previous vintages. 

This is a beautiful Rio Sordo from Produttori. 

Anticipated maturity: 2010-2020

Produttori del Barbaresco Barabresco Riserva 
“Paje” 2004 94 Pts.
The 2004 Barbaresco Riserva Paje achieves a 
remarkable marriage of elegance and power. It’s all 
here as this vibrant, pure Barbaresco engages the 
intellectual and pleasure seeking senses with and 
endless array of dark cherries, menthol, licorice, 
spices and espresso.... it is truly a special wine in 
every way. Anticpated maturity: 2012-2024

Produttori del Barbaresco Barbaresco “Rabaja” 
2004 95 Pts.
This is the crown jewel of this lineup. This is an 
impressive, massively structured wine packed with 
layers of violets, dark cherries, licorice, minerals, 
tar, anise, menthol, and spices. It is a utterly 
captivating, seductive Barbaresco of the highest 
level. Although requiring patience, the Rabaja is 
likely to offer highly rewarding drinking for those 
patient enough to wait. This is a breathtaking 
effort. Anticipated maturity: 2014-2024 

Point ratings, information and content extracted from 
articles from Robert Parker

Code  Product   Vintage  *Case  Bottle *Case Bottle
     VAT Excl. VAT Excl. VAT Incl. VAT Incl.

W330 La Spinetta Barb\dAsti Sup\Bionzo   2006 $1,359.86   $113.32   $1,597.84   $133.15 
W332 La Spinetta Barbaresco Valeirano   2005 $3,276.24   $273.02   $3,849.58   $320.80 
W328 La Spinetta Barolo Campe   2004 $3,605.32   $300.44   $4,236.25   $353.02 

*Cases are packed 12 x 750 ml bottles. Prices are reflected in Barbados dollars and subject to change without notice.
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Sand, sea and sun, the holy grail of Caribbean 
travel. This is what they say tourist are looking 
for when visiting the Caribbean but they are 
forgetting one thing that is of vital importance… 
THE FOOD!!

The flavours of the Caribbean, the hospitality, 
the sharing of a meal! Pudding and Souse on a 
Saturday, Oistins on a friday, fishcakes any day of 
the week. The rum shops, the rum and roadside 
Barbecues. Moon Town and Martins Bay, Baxters 
Road, food in Barbados abounds. These locations 
and the food that is intertwined with them have a 
certain history. From the sugar cane plantations 
to the rum and sugar factories, from the fishing 
villages to the fish markets, the flavours combine 
to produce a delicious fusion, old world and 
new. The Caribbean is a melting pot. Cultures, 
cuisines, influences and experiences mingle and 
blend together, like rum in a barrel, to create a 
lifestyle that whilst influenced by many others 
has come to be distinctly shaped and redefined 
as a perfect marriage that creates a unique 
fusion cuisine between the old world and the 
new. When you break down the dishes of the 
Caribbean, however to their constituent parts 
and you will find evident, influences from all over 
the world. Spices from India, fish from Portugal 
(saltcod), stews and dishes from West Africa as 
well as the more visible cultural influences. There 
is history and identity in food. Taste this food with 
more than just your tongue and you can trace 

the heritage of a people. The legacy of whole 
societies can be found on their plates.

You can learn a great deal about a culture when 
you experience their cuisine, and I mean really 
experience it. The joy of exploring the culture 
through its food is immense and you will come 
away with a deeper understanding of the society 
and the history of the place you are visiting. Food 
has a way of connecting identities, people and 
locations like no other experience. It has the ability 
to link and separate simultaneously. Linking you 
to a culture’s heritage while distinguishing it from 
anywhere else through tastes and smells you have 
never before experienced.

One day, years from now in a place far different 
from Barbados you may experience a cuisine or 
just some tiny morsel and within that your culinary 
memories will be ignited,you will taste that link. 
When you experience those flavours elsewhere 
on your travels... and you will be transported back 
to your time in Barbados. So get outside and 
enjoy everything the island has to offer, the sights, 
the sounds, the people, sun blissed days on the 
beach. Enjoying your favourite wine along with 
alfresco grilled fish, while watching a incredible 
sunset. You will long for the unending nights and 
pulsating rhythms. Soak it all up, eat your way 
from one end of the island to the other. Come for 
the sun, but you will never forget… THE FOOD!!

Marcel Clarke is the Chef and Owner behind Privé {Culinary & Design} and has worked for Michelin 
Star restaurant Nobu London, The Ivy, London, The Four Seasons Resort Nevis and Top restaurants 
in Toronto Canada and Barbados. Privé {Culinary & Design} is a catering company and a producer 
of Culinary events in Barbados. Privé {Culinary & Design} is available for private chef work, villa 
provisioning and event catering amongst other services.

 
 

 

 

www.priveculinarydesign.com . 828-6329 . culinarydesigns@privecd.com

{PC&D}
est. 2015
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Adding Wine 
To The Menu: 
Lamb Shanks 
Braised in 
Red Wine

Rec ip e

Ingredients:

6 lamb shanks, about 1-1/4 lb. each
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
3 tbs. olive oil
2 tsp. crushed black peppercorns
2 bay leaves
8 cups homemade or low-salt canned chicken 
or vegetable stock  
3 cups dry red wine (about 1 bottle)
2 heads garlic, halved crosswise
4 ribs celery, cut into large dice
4 carrots, cut into large dice
1 large onion, peeled and cut into about 8 
wedges
1 cup thickly sliced mushrooms (about 4)
Five 3-inch sprigs fresh rosemary

Use a Merlot in this recipe, but any full-bodied 
red wine, like Cabernet Sauvignon, will give the 
sauce the right deep flavor. Heat the oven to 
425°F. Season the shanks with salt and pepper. 
In a large, high-sided ovenproof pot, heat the oil 
until barely smoking. Sear the shanks in batches 
on all sides until golden brown. Put all the shanks 
in the pot; add the peppercorns, bay leaves, 
stock, wine, garlic, celery, carrots, onion, and 
mushrooms. Put the pot in the oven and cook, 
turning the shanks every 1/2 hour, until the meat 
is very tender but still on the bone, about 2 hours.
Serves six.

Wine Suggestions:
Serve with an earthy red wine with a light tannic 
bite, try pairing a bottle of 2004 Maestro Raro by 
Felsina with this lamb shank dish. 
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 Beef Stew with 
Red Wine & Carrots 
(Daube de Boeuf aux Carottes)

Ingredients:

1 3-lb. boneless beef chuck roast
2 slices bacon, cut into 1/2-inch pieces
Kosher salt and freshly ground black pepper
8 oz. shallots thinly sliced (about 2 cups)
2 tbs. brandy
2 Tbs. tomato paste
2 cloves garlic, finely chopped 
2 tsp. herbs
2 cups hearty red wine, such as Côtes de 
Provence or Côtes du Rhône
1 can whole peeled tomatoes
4 strips orange zest 
1 lb. slender carrots, cut into 1”chunks 
1/4 cup coarsely chopped parsley

Very simply, a daube (pronounced dohb) is a 
red-wine-based beef or lamb stew. This type 
of dish has countless flavor permutations, of 
course, but the most famous is the Provençal 
daube, seasoned with local herbs and a bit of 
orange zest. Rather than buying already cut-up 
stew meat, buy a whole chuck roast and cut it 
into 1-1/2- to 2-inch cubes. These larger chunks 
won’t dry out during the long braise, and they 
make the stew more satisfying to eat. Cook the 
stew, stirring every 45 minutes, until the meat is 
fork-tender (taste a piece; all trace of toughness 
should be gone), 2 to 3 hours. Before serving, 
skim off any surface fat.
Serves six.

Wine Suggestions:
This stew needs a rich, earthy red from the 
Old World, such as a Grenache blend from the 
southern Rhône Valley. Try the 2014 Gigondas, by 
Michael Chapoutier. 

Rec ip e
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Ingredients:

For the Salmon:
4 skinless salmon fillets, (about 1-1/2 lb. total)
Kosher salt and freshly ground black pepper
2 tbs. olive oil, canola oil, or peanut oil

For the Lemon-Rosemary Butter Sauce:
3/4 cup dry white wine
3 tbs. finely diced shallot (about 1 large)
1 tsp. chopped fresh rosemary
6 Tbs. unsalted butter, cut into small cubes
1 tsp. fresh lemon juice
Kosher salt and freshly ground black pepper

Sear-roast the salmon:
Heat the oven to 425°F. Turn the exhaust fan on 
to high. Pat the salmon thoroughly dry with paper 
towels. Season both sides generously with salt 
and pepper (about 1 tsp. of each total). Heat a 12-
inch heavy-based ovenproof skillet over medium-
high heat until a droplet of water vaporizes in 1 
or 2 seconds, about 1 min. (If the water skitters 
around the pan and doesn’t evaporate, the pan is 
too hot; take it off the heat for about 30 seconds 
to cool.)

Add the oil, swirl it around the pan, and then 
evenly space the fish in the pan. Cook without 
touching for 2 min. Using a spatula, lift a corner 
of the salmon, check that it’s both well browned 
and easily releases from the pan, and flip it over. 
(If it sticks or isn’t well browned, cook for 1 to 2 
more min. before flipping.) Cook the second side 
for 1 min. and then transfer the skillet to the oven.

Roast until the salmon reaches an internal 
temperature of 135°F and is slightly firm to 
the touch, about 4 to 7 min. Using potholders, 
carefully remove the pan from the oven, transfer 
the salmon to a large plate, tent with foil, and let 
it rest while you prepare the sauce in the same 
skillet.

Prepare the pan sauce:
Pour off any excess fat from the skillet. Using a 
large wad of paper towels, blot any remaining 
oil from the pan but leave any browned bits. 

Rec ip e

Return the pan to high heat and add the wine, 
shallot, and rosemary. Cook, stirring, until the 
wine is almost completely evaporated, 3 to 4 min. 
Remove from the heat and whisk in the cubes 
of butter, adding a few at a time until they’re all 
thoroughly incorporated and the sauce is thick 
and creamy looking. (If the butter is slow to melt, 
set the pan over low heat.) Stir in the lemon juice, 
season with salt and pepper to taste, and serve 
immediately, spooned over the sear-roasted 
salmon.

Wine Suggestions
Wine Choices: The big flavor brought on by 
searing, coupled with the richness of the butter, 
means this salmon can handle a dry rosé like 
Sartori Pinot Grigio Blush, or a light red such as 
Nautilus Pinot Noir.

Sear-Roasted 
Salmon Fillets 
with Lemon-Rosemary Butter Sauce
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Decanting wine is a popular instrument in every 

wine lover’s rhythmic symphony, bringing 

harmonious joy to the tasting experience. 

Decanting can be helpful for numerous types of 

wine, but personal favorites include Bordeaux, 

Californian, and Rhone  

There are different ideologies when it comes 

to decanting wine; decant every wine for a set 

amount of hours, decanting to remove sediment 

and decant in the hope of waking up or softening 

a wine.  To make this even more interesting, there 

is double decanting!  

What wines are helped the most by decanting? 

That simple question is well debated. Some 

TO 
DECANT 
OR NOT 
TO 
DECANT

tasters prefer to decant Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Champagne, Chardonnay, Sauternes/Barsac or 
Pinot Noir. Others decant older wine, while some 
decant every wine, regardless of the age, style 
or variety. Then there are those who decant 
all young, tannic wines as the exposure to air 
softens the texture. 

Decanting wine that is older can be a good idea. 
It is the perfect method for removing sediment 
(a natural part of aging wine). In wines that have 
aged or matured, it is common for sediment to 
have collected in the bottle. Sediment is not 
harmful; however, it leaves a bitter taste. Thus, it’s 
best to either remove it with decanting, or make 
sure very little is poured into your glass.

Double decanting wine is a good idea. The wine 
is removed from the original bottle and poured 
into a decanter. Wash the bottle well until all 
traces of sediment are removed, then pour the 
wine back into the bottle and replace the cork.  
Double decanting wine adds more air to the wine 
as the liquid is exposed to oxygen twice, on the 
way out of the bottle and on the way back in.
Wine is a living entity with a life span that varies 
depending on the type of wine, the vintage, how 
it was stored and even the size of the bottle.

Decanting is not going to remove the taste or 
smell of a corked wine

Decanting wine works on the principal of 
Brownian motion which is based on knowledge 
that the random movement or drifting of particles 
suspended in a fluid, (wine in this case) has an 
effect on the texture and aromatics present in a 
wine. Using simple laws of physics, (or at least 
attempting to) it is the action of the decanting 
that causes most of the effects to take place. 
The movement of the wine allowing air to mix 
with the liquid begins the chemical process. The 
temperature of the wine can alter the speed of 
the decanting wine process as well.  More oxygen 
enters the wine speeding up the process when 
the wine is cold, rather than when it’s warm.

Not everyone thinks decanting wine is a good 
idea. Many winemakers do not believe in 
decanting wine in the belief that quite often, 
more harm than good can come from decanting 
wine. So when all is said and done, the question 
of should one decant or not becomes a very 
personal matter.

Feature Editorial

Publication Disclaimer:
The Connoisseur publication is 
produced by Hotel Food Supplies 
(Barbados). Every effort has been made 
to ensure that all information and prices 
which are quoted in Barbados dollars 
are accurate. 
All vintages (where quoted) 
and prices are subject to change 
without notice.

Opening Hours
Monday – Friday 
8:00am – 4:00pm (with extended hours 
through the Christmas season)

Distributors for: 
Certified Angus Beef, Dawn Foods, De 
Cecco, Premium Foods, Roland, Sysco, 
Sunny Morning, Tex-Mex, Chapoutier, 
Baron d Ladoucette, La Macchiole, 
Marques du Murrieta, Louis Guntrum, 
Rutherford Estate, Jordan, Paolo 
Scavino, Felsina, Vietti, Zenato and 
more…

To place all orders: 

Contact Hotel Food Supplies

 #46 Warrens Industrial Park, 

St. Michael

Phone: (246) 424-7263 

or (246) 424-7489

Fax: (246) 438-1298

Email: wine@hotelfoods.bb 

or products@hotelfoods.bb

Wine Specific Orders:

Mark Pickering (246) 823-7410

Eva Michelle Field (246) 823-3889

Food Specific Orders:

Patrick (Mac) Yearwood (246) 822-2538

Aaron Barker (246) 823-7666

Denise Corbin (246) 823-7263
 

Our Service Policy:

Hotel Food Supplies (Barbados) offers 

free same day delivery to the North 

and South of the island daily on all 

orders received by 10:00am.

HOTEL FOOD
SUPPLIES
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